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Three decades of study have revealed dozens of examples in which natural

systems have crossed biophysical thresholds (‘tipping points’)—nonlinear

changes in ecosystem structure and function—as a result of human-induced

stressors, dramatically altering ecosystem function and services. Environ-

mental management that avoids such thresholds could prevent severe

social, economic and environmental impacts. Here, we review management

measures implemented in ecological systems that have thresholds. Using

Ostrom’s social–ecological systems framework, we analysed key biophysical

and institutional factors associated with 51 social–ecological systems and

associated management regimes, and related these to management success

defined by ecological outcomes. We categorized cases as instances of pro-

spective or retrospective management, based upon whether management

aimed to avoid a threshold or to restore systems that have crossed a

threshold. We find that smaller systems are more amenable to threshold-

based management, that routine monitoring is associated with successful

avoidance of thresholds and recovery after thresholds have been crossed,

and that success is associated with the explicit threshold-based management.

These findings are powerful evidence for the policy relevance of information

on ecological thresholds across a wide range of ecosystems.
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1. Introduction
Nonlinear relationships between environmental variables occur in a wide range of

ecosystems and result in biophysical thresholds (‘tipping points’) that can have

dramatic social and ecological effects [1–4]. Threshold responses to anthropogenic

stressors are thus good bases for environmental decision-making because

they provide opportunities for managers to set non-arbitrary targets and to

maximize ecosystem return on management investment [5–7].

In the past decade, thresholds have become increasingly relevant in the context

of environmental management as stressor–response relationships have become

better understood [8–11]. As a consequence, there is increased interest in identify-

ing thresholds prospectively (i.e. before they are crossed) to inform decision-making

[3,4,12,13]. Prospective management of thresholds requires managers to both recog-

nize that the system is approaching a threshold and act in time to avert that

threshold. Such action can be more or less precautionary, depending on the

amount of information available and the degree of risk tolerance, with potentially

significant social and economic benefits of avoiding the threshold.

Nevertheless, until recently, the primary way in which management has

incorporated thresholds into permitting, planning or other regulatory decisions

has been retrospective, i.e. only after the threshold is crossed does its existence

become relevant to policy [14–16]. This limitation may be attributed to a

number of factors, including (i) a legal mandate that is triggered only after a

threshold is crossed (e.g. overfishing of managed stocks); (ii) managers not know-

ing that a threshold exists until it is crossed (e.g. eutrophication of many lakes);

or (iii) social, economic and policy influences—including overcapitalization inhi-

biting management actions that would strand capital—that prevent management
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Figure 1. Nonlinear (solid) and linear (broken) curves describing a schematic
view of a set of relationships between ecosystem state and the intensity of an
anthropogenic stressor. In threshold cases, a small change in stressor intensity
can drive a dramatic change in ecosystem state (e.g. from point ‘B’ to ‘C’ along
the solid curve). Where a management or policy process assumes a linear relation-
ship between stressor and state, the difference between the expected (linear) and
observed (nonlinear) slopes creates different policy incentives depending upon
starting and ending points (A, B and C, D), and upon the slope of the expected
relationship (I, II, III, IV) versus the actual relationship (solid nonlinear curve).
(Online version in colour.)
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action in time to avoid the threshold (e.g. open-access con-

ditions incentivize overharvesting) [17–19]. Retrospective

management of thresholds—trying to recover an ecosystem

state or set of services—can be challenging and costly, but it

nevertheless remains an important management option in

cases where ecosystem change is reversible.

Here, we evaluate the success of management measures

implemented in systems with well-characterized biophysical

thresholds. For the purposes of this study, we define a threshold

as a nonlinear change in ecosystem state, property or phenom-

enon, where changes in an environmental driver produce

disproportionately large responses in the ecosystem (figure 1)

[5,8,20]. While thresholds are sometimes conceived of as time-

dependent, wherein systems approach a threshold and cross

over it as stressors increase with time, our usage is time-indepen-

dent, depending only upon the relationship between input and

outcome variables. We surveyed a diversity of systems including

instances of lake and estuary eutrophication, single-species man-

agement using logistic growth curves (e.g. maximum sustainable

yield), critical loads of airborne pollutants, dynamics between

fire and forest cover, and others (electronic supplementary

material, table S1). Our objectives in this paper are to (i) describe

how ecological systems with threshold dynamics have been

managed; (ii) determine whether management that is explicitly

aimed at avoiding or reversing biophysical thresholds performs

better than management that does not; (iii) identify social,

institutional and biophysical factors related to successful man-

agement of ecosystems that have thresholds; and (iv) based on

these findings, develop recommendations for making manage-

ment more effective with respect to avoiding thresholds or

recovering systems that have crossed thresholds.
2. Methods
We employ a broad definition of ‘threshold’ that embraces not

just the complex shifts among suites of ecosystem interactions

[3,5], but also simpler nonlinear relationships between a driver

and some metric of ecosystem state. Consequently, we include

examples of single-species management (whose viability or repro-

ductive capacity decline precipitously past a density threshold) in

our dataset, because such management is common and represents

an important source of data on the outcomes associated with

management of threshold-based systems.

We use the term ‘management’ to mean a conscious effort to

change the trajectory of some environmental state or outcome

variable (i.e. dependent variable; such as net primary pro-

ductivity in a eutrophying estuary) by altering one or more

input variables (i.e. independent variables such as anthropogenic

nitrogen input suspected of driving the eutrophication) that

influence the ecosystem of interest. Management thus often

aims to change the input variable in order to influence environ-

mental state, but may also aim to change a third variable (e.g.

phosphate input into the estuary) in order to reach the desired

environmental state. Using indicators for drivers and states of

the ecosystems in each of the cases we analysed, we were able

to compare management attributes and environmental outcomes

across a wide variety of ecosystems.

(a) Case-study selection
We limited our review to cases for which sufficient information

was available to describe both an environmental threshold and

the relevant management history. We collected ecological,

social and economic information primarily from peer-reviewed

literature, supplemented with grey literature, books and first-
person accounts (electronic supplementary material, table S1).

We excluded potential cases for which a management outcome

was not identifiable, for which the drivers of the threshold

change were substantially out of the control of the managers

(e.g. El Niño Southern Oscillation effects on marine systems),

or where spatial and temporal scales of management and

environmental data did not align. These filtering criteria resulted

in a dataset of 51 cases.

We corrected for several potential sources of non-indepen-

dence among cases. For example, where a variety of fish stocks

were managed under a common strategy such as the United

States’ Magnuson-Stevens Act, we assessed the controlling law

or policy itself, rather than management of any individual fish

stock. Analysing the highest hierarchical level of management

provided a rational means of selecting from among potentially

relevant cases, although it required that we average the manage-

ment attribute scores across available instances of a common

management practice. Species simultaneously managed under

multiple regimes, such as whales, were another source of non-

independence. We dealt with this by including whale species

management only under the International Whaling Commission

(IWC) case study, excluding whales from species averages in the

US Endangered Species Act and Marine Mammal Protection Act

case studies. Finally, many parallel cases were available to us—

for example, eutrophication thresholds have been documented

in lakes and estuarine systems worldwide—and in order to

ensure adequate sampling of the different types of thresholds

with management implications, we attempted to include cases

from a variety of ecosystems rather than incorporating many

duplicative cases. We selected cases from duplicative system

types using the best-documented examples.

(b) Case-study categorization
We categorized each instance of environmental decision-making

as either prospective or retrospective mitigation. We defined pro-

spective cases as those in which a known or suspected threshold

had not been crossed (the threshold being known through small-

scale experiments, comparison with analogous systems, modelling,

past observations or estimates), thereby giving managers the

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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opportunity to take action to prevent threshold crossing. A retro-

spective case study was one in which parties managed a system

that has already crossed the threshold. In general, both retrospective

and prospective cases represent management efforts to preserve or

improve the existing ecosystem state.

(c) Input variables
We used Ostrom’s social–ecological systems governance frame-

work [21,22] to collect and analyse important social, institutional

and ecological attributes of our case studies. This framework is fre-

quently used in similar comparative governance analyses [23–25],

and identifies common system characteristics across different

social–ecological contexts [25,26].

We collected information on 18 system attributes derived from

Ostrom’s second-tier variables, including information on resource

and governance systems, users and social, economic and political

settings (electronic supplementary material, table S4). Consistent

with other applications of this framework [24,25], we selected

the variables based on their relevance to our research objectives,

and developed a coding scheme for each variable set. Electronic

supplementary material, table S4 shows the complete set of

input variables, and notes the attribute modifications that were

necessary to apply Ostrom’s framework to our dataset.

Where possible, we framed input variables to be explicitly

threshold-relevant, intending to examine the attributes most impor-

tant to threshold-based systems specifically, as opposed to

environmental management generally (table 1; 18 input attributes,

with seven (in grey) examined through an explicit threshold lens).

(d) Outcome score
Every ecological system has a different composition, structure and

function, and our sample of cases varied by several orders of mag-

nitude in spatial and temporal extent. We therefore created a

common ordinal outcome metric in order to compare such diver-

gent ecosystems and management schemes by defining the

outcome of each management action relative to its own threshold

as follows: 1 ¼ net negative progress with respect to the desired eco-

logical outcome relative to the onset of the management action of

interest (e.g. in a retrospective case study, if water quality in a eutro-

phied estuary continues to degrade after management), 2 ¼ no

change in the state of the ecological outcome variable (e.g. an estu-

ary exhibits constant degraded water quality on a timescale relevant

to the threshold), 3 ¼ a degree of progress or improvement in the

ecological outcome variable (e.g. an estuary exhibits improved

water quality in some measurable variable) and 4 ¼ ‘desired out-

come’ achieved relative to the outcome variable threshold (e.g. an

estuary shifted back to a pre-existing mesotrophic state).

We scored all outcomes relative to a business-as-usual base-

line; consequently, an action that has ameliorated a precipitous

decline in ecosystem state received a positive score, even if the

ecosystem state is nevertheless still declining. Management out-

comes in our analysis therefore depend only on current system

state relative to system state at the onset of the focal management

action. We note that environmental management is complex: not

all change in ecosystem state can be fairly attributed to manage-

ment, and some ecosystems are more resilient or resistant to

change than others [3,27]. Our analysis assumes, however, that

the variability in these unmeasured variables is distributed

randomly across our focal case studies.

We adopted a simple scoring scheme at the risk of missing

important outcome complexities. For example, our scoring system

weighed only environmental outcomes and not social outcomes

(e.g. improved livelihoods). The metrics we employ here have the

advantage of being comparable across a diverse suite of case

studies, and in each case, the score assigned is supported by analy-

sis of the available management history. As an internal control on

assigning outcome scores, we reviewed the outcome scoring as a
group after we independently scored subsets of case studies.

Case-study outcomes were uncorrelated with the identity of the

initial author scoring them (ANOVA p¼ 0.44 for prospective

cases; p ¼ 0.65 for retrospective cases). Where insufficient or ambig-

uous data were available to assess environmental outcomes, we

informally contacted experts involved in management or research

in the focal ecosystem to verify our understanding of particular

outcomes (electronic supplementary material, table S1).

Finally, we used the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change rubric for assigning confidence descriptors for each of our

outcome scores [28]. We accordingly classified each outcome score

as having very high, high, medium, low or very low confidence,

based upon the evidence available (multiple, consistent, transparent,

independent lines of high-quality evidence) and upon the scientific

agreement among sources of evidence (electronic supplementary

material, tables S2 and S3). For example, a score determined using

multiple sources, robust data on the ecological status of the system

with regards to the known ecological threshold and evidence con-

sistent across all cited sources would result in a confidence score of

‘very high’. We then analysed the dataset using outcome scores

weighted by their confidence descriptor. The weighting scheme

was as follows: weighted outcome score¼ (confidence) � (raw out-

come score), where numeric expressions of confidence were as

follows: 2 (very high), 1.5 (high), 1 (medium), 0.75 (low), 0.5 (very

low), resulting in weighted success scores that varied between 0.5

and 8 (electronic supplementary material, table S1).

(e) Statistical analysis
We performed all statistics using the R software package (v. 3.0.1;

[29]), treating prospective and retrospective cases separately. We

evaluated ordinal logistic regressions of weighted success scores

for each of the case-study attributes (R function ‘polr’ in the MASS

package; [30]), judging each likelihood-based model on its parameter

estimates and its maximum-likelihood pseudo-r2 value calculated

using the package ‘pscl’ [31]. We carried out a bootstrap analysis

of single-attribute regression results by randomly sampling 25 (of

31) retrospective cases and 15 (of 20) prospective cases, creating

300 subset replicates to evaluate the distribution of pseudo-r2

values for each logistic regression (electronic supplementary

material, figures S1 and S2), to provide an estimate of confidence

in our single-attribute regression results. We assessed the indepen-

dence of case-study attributes using Spearman’s rank correlations.

An analysis of statistical power indicated that we could con-

fidently detect an effect that changed the weighted success score

by a relatively large margin: 1.55 (retrospective dataset, n ¼ 31)

or 2.24 (prospective, n ¼ 20), representing 19.3% or 30% of the

possible range of weighted outcome scores (0.5–8).

We used the R package ‘mvpart’ (v. 1.6–1; [32]) to carry out

recursive multivariate partitioning, generating bifurcating

regression trees for each dataset using 1000 iterations for cross-

validation. This non-parametric method can identify combinations

of attributes conditionally associated with successful outcomes [32],

whereas the single-attribute analysis described above reveals infor-

mation only about one attribute at a time. The two sets of analyses

need not agree; for example, the single-attribute logistic regression

may identify one attribute as being most strongly associated with

greater log-odds of an outcome given the whole dataset, whereas

multivariate partitioning may identify a different attribute as

most strongly influencing the difference in mean outcome score

between two subsets of the data.
3. Results
Attributes were not strongly correlated with one another

(median Spearman’s r ¼ 0.045 (prospective), 0.033 (retro-

spective)), and so were considered to be independent with

the following exceptions: within retrospective cases, the size

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 1. Case-study attributes forming the dataset. Shaded attributes relate explicitly to threshold dynamics. ‘Degree of threshold-based management’ includes
the term ‘use of the threshold,’ in its definition for categories 1 and 2. ‘Use of threshold’ can consist of setting limits or targets, incorporating buffers,
monitoring leading indicators, or other similar control rules. Electronic supplementary material table S1 contains the full dataset and scoring scheme.

biophysical or management attribute our definition

discrete/bounded system the resource system is discrete and bounded (e.g. an estuary versus the population range of the

bluefin tuna)

size the size of the resource system, reported in square kilometres (log transformed for analysis)

quantitative threshold defined a quantitative threshold has been enumerated/identified that defines the point at which nonlinear

change in the resource system occurs

managing primary stressor the manager of the resource system controls the primary driver of threshold change, an indirect

variable that influences the threshold relationship, or both

cost – benefit analysis a cost – benefit analysis that evaluates the consequences of management action versus inaction has

been used. Any documented quantification of monetary costs and benefits of management action

qualified as a cost – benefit analysis

leading indicators available an environmental indicator exists which could be used to identify ahead of time when a

management action should be taken in order to avoid or recover from a threshold change.

Leading indicators are surrogates for some larger ecological state or process that is undergoing

the nonlinear shift. Often indicators are easier or more reliably monitored than the larger

ecological state or process. Primary system variables involved in the threshold relationship (i.e.

the driver of the change or the variable changing) do not qualify as leading indicators

model type if a model exists that describes the system and identifies where the threshold occurs, is it

quantitative (capturing relationships mathematically) or qualitative (conceptually relating system

features)?

degree of threshold-based management:

‘threshold-based management’

1. managers have identified a quantitative ecological threshold, which they use to set targets and

manage threshold variables; 2. managers have a qualitative idea of the ecological threshold,

which they use to set narrative objectives without the use of numerical targets; 3. managers are

unaware of, or ignore, the ecological threshold, but their management actions do impact the

threshold relationship; 4. managers are unaware of, or ignore, the threshold, and their actions do

not impact the threshold relationship

management duration the time, in years, between the first set of management actions and the most recent report on the

state of the ecosystem (i.e. the point at which the authors determined the outcome score)

number of managing entities the number of entities that are involved in the management of the resource system

jurisdiction over key stressors the managers of the resource system have jurisdiction over all of the sectors/drivers that influence

the threshold relationship

adaptive management the operational management rules require iterative updating of plans and targets to incorporate new

information and changing environmental variables

hierarchical level of governance the governance level of the primary managing entity: 1. local (e.g. municipality); 2. state;

3. national; 4. international (e.g. international commissions)

notable NGO presence a non-governmental organization was/is involved in motivating, influencing, or creating

accountability for management of the resource system

routine monitoring requirement the management of the resource system includes routine monitoring of an environmental variable

on a timescale relevant to the ecological threshold

larger legal framework present a written, binding agreement that focuses on the relevant threshold exists. This agreement is

separate from any management-level plans or strategy documents, and may be a treaty,

regulation, or statute

human development index (HDI) the human development status of the nation in which the resource system is located. If the system

spans multiple nations, the average of these values

binding requirements the legal framework (written, binding agreement) includes consequences if managers violate the

agreement
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Figure 2. Ordinal logistic regression results for prospective and retrospective case studies. The change in log odds ratio is a measure of effect size and represents
the difference between the log probabilities of a high outcome score over a low outcome score, given a 1-unit change in the independent variable. The odds ratio
accounts for a marginal increase in the outcome score relative to the number of cases with a given attribute. Coloured circles are significant correlations (i.e. those
with a logit parameter estimate whose 95% maximum-likelihood confidence interval does not include zero); 95% CIs are indicated on the chart with grey hash
marks. Outlined circles indicate attributes most heavily discussed in the main text. The size of the circles is proportional to the maximum-likelihood estimate of the
correlate’s pseudo-r2 value; the largest circle has a pseudo-r2 ¼ 0.38. For a full table of attribute logistic regression results, see electronic supplementary material,
table S5. (Online version in colour.)
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of the resource system was correlated with hierarchy of

management (r ¼2 0.676) and human development index

(HDI) was correlated with hierarchy of management

(20.63). Each of these associations was significant after

correction for multiple comparisons.

(a) Prospective cases (n ¼ 20)
The most important correlates of outcome scores in prospec-

tive management were the use of routine monitoring

(pseudo-r2 ¼ 0.178) and the size of the resource system

(pseudo-r2 ¼ 0.193; figure 2). Each of these attributes demon-

strated a statistically significant effect on outcome score

as estimated by 95% CI for the logistic regression parameter

(i.e. log-odds). Degree of explicit threshold-based manage-

ment also accounted for a substantial portion of the variance

in outcome scores (pseudo-r2 ¼ 0.167), although this attribute

was marginally non-significant (95% CI 22.5 to 0.03; for

complete results table, see electronic supplementary material,

table S5).

(b) Multivariate partitioning and regression trees
Iterative multivariate partitioning of the prospective dataset

into sets with greater and lesser outcome scores resulted in

a regression tree having only a single, most-important node
corresponding to the geographical size of managed area

(explaining 27% of the variance in outcome scores; minimum

number of cases ¼ 4; figure 3). Cases with managed areas

greater than or equal to 327 750 km2 (approximately the

size of the Great Barrier Reef; ln(size) ¼ 12.7 km2) had signifi-

cantly lower outcome scores (mean ¼ 2.4; s.d. ¼ 0.78; n ¼ 6)

than those with smaller areas (mean ¼ 5.2; s.d. ¼ 1.2; n ¼
14; Wilcoxon p ¼ 0.019). Other attributes had significantly

weaker effects, excluding them from the single best tree.

(c) Retrospective cases (n ¼ 31)
For retrospective management, the strongest correlates of out-

come scores were routine monitoring (pseudo-r2 ¼ 0.215),

threshold-based management (pseudo-r2 ¼ 0.152) and HDI

(pseudo-r2 ¼ 0.119); all were statistically significant effects

(i.e. 95% CI did not include zero; figure 2). Most notably, greater

degrees of threshold-based management yielded higher out-

come scores, highlighting the importance of incorporating

explicit, quantitative threshold targets into management

decision-making (figure 4).

(d) Multivariate partitioning and regression trees
The best-fit retrospective regression tree identifies the geo-

graphical size of the resource system as most strongly

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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all 31 retrospective data points, degree of threshold-based management is significantly correlated with outcome score (Spearman’s rank correlation, r ¼2 0.42,
p ¼ 0.016). (Online version in colour.)
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influential (explaining 24% of the variance in outcome scores;

minimum number of cases ¼ 3), an identical result to the pro-

spective regression tree. The regression tree contrasts with the

retrospective single-variate analysis, in which size is only a

minor logistic correlate. Cases with managed areas greater

than or equal to 17 170 km2 (approximately the size of the

Neuse River Estuary; ln(size) ¼ 9.75 km2) had significantly

lower outcome scores (mean 3.6; s.d. ¼ 1.12; n ¼ 20) than sys-

tems with smaller areas (mean ¼ 5.7; s.d.¼ 0.83; n ¼ 11;

Wilcoxon p ¼ 0.009; figure 3).
 g
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4. Discussion
Three key conclusions arise from our data on threshold-based

management systems. First, routine monitoring is strongly

associated with positive environmental outcomes in both

prospective and retrospective cases. Such agreement across

independent datasets underscores the importance of monitor-

ing in threshold-based systems, where frequently updated

data are necessary to gauge ecosystem state relative to a

tipping point. Second, management actions that explicitly

use known environmental thresholds have better outcomes,

particularly in retrospective cases. This finding—that expli-

cit threshold-based management performs better than

threshold-blind management—demonstrates the utility and

policy relevance of information about ecosystem thresholds

across a wide range of ecosystems. Finally, the regression

tree results revealed the influence of resource system size

on ecological outcomes in both prospective and retrospective

cases, suggesting that smaller systems may provide managers

with greater ability to understand, track and control drivers

of ecological thresholds.

A core aim of this paper was to evaluate whether man-

agement decisions based expressly on known or suspected

ecological thresholds perform better than threshold-blind

management. We found that this kind of threshold-based

management is associated with better outcomes overall, and

despite a relatively small sample size, we observed that greater

degrees of threshold management yielded increasingly higher

outcome scores.

(a) Important attributes in both prospective and
retrospective management

It may be both possible and politically feasible to avoid a

threshold or to reverse an ecosystem change once a biophysi-

cal threshold has been crossed. However, doing so depends

upon the availability of routine monitoring data. This

allows managers to avoid reactionary practices that often

result from a lack of necessary quantitative information to

make accurate management decisions until after ecological

degradation occurs. A steady flow of environmental data—

coupled with science-based decision-making—can allow man-

agers to (i) identify whether a nonlinear change has occurred, is

occurring, or will occur in their managed system; (ii) determine

whether their degraded system can be returned to its previous

state (retroactive management); (iii) identify and directly

manage the stressors driving the ecological change (either pro-

spectively or retrospectively); and (iv) measure and set targets

around a quantitative threshold. Accurate, up-to-date scientific

information is vital for setting and achieving ecosystem targets

[33], and for identifying and managing the direct driver of the
environmental threshold. Routine monitoring on a scale rel-

evant to the threshold therefore increases the resolution with

which managers may guide decisions, and our results provide

empirical support for monitoring as a key investment for

effective management [34]. Of course, successful management

also requires policies that trigger action in response to data

indicating proximity to thresholds.

Longleaf pine management at Eglin Air Force Base and salt

marsh management in the southeastern US offer concrete illus-

trations of the critical management attributes identified above.

On Eglin, the presence of the endangered red-cockaded wood-

pecker, which prefers to nest in endemic longleaf pines,

compelled managers to develop an adaptive management

programme with regular monitoring and prescribed burning

at intervals designed to limit sand pine invasion. If intervals

between fires are longer than approximately 5 years, the inva-

sive sand pines are able to establish, after which they have the

effect of suppressing future fires, making it more difficult

to restore the system [35] (Wildland Fire Center personnel

and Forest Management team, Eglin Air Force Base:

B Hagedorn, J Furman, J Hiers, S Hassel, A Sutsko, T Chavers

2013, personal communication). Eglin managers’ interventions

succeeded owing to their rigorous monitoring regime, robust

scientific analysis to identify proper management strategies

relative to the threshold, and aggressive management of the

environmental stressor.

By contrast, salt marshes in the southeastern US have been

declining for more than a decade despite continued—and often

successful—restoration efforts to reduce nutrient inputs and

lower soil salinity. However, mass die-offs of salt marsh veg-

etation are actually driven in large part by grazing snails

[36,37], which cause precipitous salt marsh declines when

their densities exceed a threshold of 800 snails per m2 under

normal conditions or around 500 snails per m2 during drought

conditions [37] (BR Silliman 2013, personal communication).

Managers have nonetheless failed to act on these known snail

density thresholds, and mass die-off events continue across

the southeast as current management has failed to take

threshold-relevant actions such as reducing the over-harvest

of the snail’s main predator, the blue crab [38].
(b) Attributes of secondary importance
In both prospective and retrospective cases, management of

geographically smaller systems had better outcomes. In

Washington State, for example, Taylor Shellfish Farms, Inc. is

a commercial aquaculture operation that maintains the Pacific

oyster (Crassostrea gigas) below its growth-and-viability

threshold by managing the acid–base chemistry of its intake

water prospectively [39] at a less-than-10 km2 facility. Taylor

manages a relatively small system and thus has the ability to

control and monitor the important drivers of state change—in

this case, the stressor is pH, and the outcome is juvenile

oyster growth and survival. At larger scales, the magnitude

and diverse nature of stressors increases and may overwhelm

institutional capacity. At the other end of the size spectrum,

large, nonbinding management systems such as the IWC tend

to have less positive outcomes, even when success is judged

with a single-species focus. Such global governance structu-

res present challenges associated with large spatial extent

(including spatial complexities, e.g. multiple stressors, cross-

jurisdictional boundaries), varied management capacities and

authorities, and cultural differences [40]. Smaller systems may
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be more nimble in managing around thresholds because of

reduced biophysical complexity, fewer stressors and less insti-

tutional and jurisdictional complexity. Although institutional

jurisdiction and the size of the resource system are not highly

correlated in the dataset, higher congruence would be expec-

ted to lead to increased control over the drivers of ecosystem

state change by the primary management entity [41]. Because

managing on a smaller scale may by definition eliminate

comprehensive ecosystem-level management opportunities,

smaller-scale management systems should increase coordi-

nation and collaboration with neighbouring management

systems to tackle larger, ecosystem-level drivers.

In retrospective cases, high HDI of the managing countries

was an important correlate of a high outcome score. As an

indicator for development, HDI may be associated with

management capacity for implementing threshold-based man-

agement. As data are often scarce and scientific resources are

often limited in low HDI countries, identifying ecosystem

thresholds, indicators of those thresholds, relevant drivers

and effective control measures can be challenging, requiring

specialized expertise and resources. These limitations result

in a lack of management action and poor ecological outcomes

(e.g. fisheries that are not scientifically assessed perform

poorly; [42]). In such cases, simple risk-assessment methods

that can characterize ecosystem and resource status without

statistical or deterministic models [43,44] are perhaps attractive

means of incorporating better scientific information into

management without requiring extensive financial or insti-

tutional resources. Moreover, in cases with attributes outside

the control of resource managers, such as HDI and the size of

the ecological system, our findings highlight the importance

of other management attributes such as routine monitoring

and explicit use of quantitative, ecological thresholds to set

management targets.

Given the influence of spatial scale in both prospective

and retrospective cases, we note that in large countries smal-

ler-scale management may require the national government

to set goals and provide funding for smaller jurisdictions

(e.g. local or state government) to develop smaller, discrete

management units within larger-scale planning regions. The

benefits of devolving management responsibility to multiple,

smaller-scale entities include localizing the costs and benefits

of management, thereby increasing control and investment of

resource stewardship ([22]; but see [45]). However, multi-

scale management is more likely to be successful in areas

with higher levels of leadership and social capital as well

as learning networks and bridging organizations [46–48]—

putting large countries with low HDI and large management

units (such as developing countries with large marine

protected areas) at a potential disadvantage.

Moreover, many systems are managed based on the geo-

graphical range of the environmental variable of concern and,

thus, the designated jurisdiction cannot be easily subdivided.

It is difficult to strike a balance between the large scales of

ecosystems and the small scale of effective governance. One

way of balancing spatial scales is to create a common legal

framework with nested spatial authority—examples include

many US environmental regulatory schemes such as those

implementing the Clean Water Act, Clean Air Act and

other statutes—but here again, the resources and bureaucratic

machinery to carry out such nested regulation are likely to be

scarce in many areas. Explicit threshold-based management

and decisions tied to routine monitoring therefore remain
the greatest leverage points in resource systems that cannot

be subdivided.
(c) Barriers
It is important to note that even with strict adherence to the

principles listed above management efforts may sometimes

fail to achieve conservation objectives [27]. It may be diffi-

cult to achieve desired ecological outcomes in some systems

because of biophysical barriers to threshold-based management

[49]. For example, prospective management actions may not

be identifiable through analogous systems, modelling, past

observations or small-scale experiments, and retrospective

management will be difficult or impossible in systems that

have undergone an irreversible or hysteretic change. Natural

stochasticity and environmental variability may also reduce

management effectiveness [27]. Additionally, there may be

social barriers (such as political or economic) that limit a

management system’s ability to develop an appropriate man-

agement response, and many of the attributes of linked

social–ecological systems are inherent to the system and there-

fore not malleable. In such cases, management system attributes

that are malleable may take on outsized importance in efforts to

increase management effectiveness.
(d) Elements of effective management in environments
with known threshold dynamics

We suggest the following as preliminary recommendations for

threshold-based environmental management: (i) the managed

system includes routine monitoring of relevant environmental

variables on a timescale relevant to the threshold; (ii) manage-

ment decisions (such as setting targets for various stressors) are

explicitly threshold-based; and (iii) where appropriate, the

managed system is composed of geographically small manage-

ment units with frequent interaction among units. These are

consistent with prior recommendations for environmental

management more generally [5,11,34,50]. Our results provide

empirical support for their application to the management of

systems that have thresholds.

These attributes may seem obvious; however, other

‘obvious’ attributes included in the analysis—such as

adaptive management, binding legal agreements and cost–

benefit analyses—were not strong correlates of outcome

score. As such, our empirical analysis helps to develop a set

of priorities among otherwise equally attractive elements of

environmental management. The specifics of how effective

management systems are designed will vary based on avail-

able information, extent of governance authority, accessible

funding and a host of other factors. We hope that the priori-

ties we identify can be useful to effectively allocate resources

in the context of the inevitable trade-offs that environmental

management entails.

The results of our study are particularly compelling

because they are drawn from a compilation of real-world

cases. In recent years, there has been a call to design studies

that embrace the complex nature of in situ environmental man-

agement and systematically test hypotheses over a wide

variety of situations, so that results can be externally validated

[50,51]. Our study does just this, and our results may therefore

be especially useful to managers wishing to incorporate

scientific guidance into on-the-ground management efforts.
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(e) Benefits of, and incentives for, threshold-based
management

Threshold-based management may result in a variety of social

and institutional benefits, including (i) increased management

efficiency, (ii) improved assessment of social and ecological

trade-offs, (iii) more accurate prioritization of management

goals based on possible social and ecological outcomes, and

(iv) increased opportunities to develop and achieve clear man-

agement targets. South Africa’s Kruger National Park provides

an example of improved efficiency, where managers monitor

resources on a timescale relevant to the estimated ecosystem

threshold, reducing the expenditure of valuable social and

economic capital on unnecessary monitoring. They also use

the knowledge of biophysical thresholds to assess manage-

ment trade-offs, implementing a framework that systematizes

trade-off decision-making to provide an efficient management

scheme within a resource and data-poor environment and an

effective feedback mechanism for adaptive management

[52,53]. These trade-off analyses also allow managers to prior-

itize management goals based on social and ecological

outcomes. For example, Kruger reached a critical threshold

for woodland degradation owing to expanding elephant popu-

lations, but prioritized tourist revenue from elephant viewing

over woodland health.

( f ) Limitations of threshold-based management
Threshold-based management may not be relevant or desirable

for all managed ecosystems. First, it can be difficult to dis-

tinguish human-caused shifts from background ecosystem

variability, particularly in the absence of sufficient baseline

data. Non-anthropogenic examples of dramatic, nonlinear

change (such as the Pacific decadal oscillation) may require

managers to adapt resource use to the new conditions (e.g. by

reducing allowable fish harvest when ocean productivity is

low), but may not require managers to address the fundamental

state-change drivers as these are outside of their control.

Second, understanding where managers can act to mitigate

human-caused shifts in stable state is critical for employing

threshold-based strategies to management. Such an under-

standing can be elusive, however, and may require greater

research and monitoring capacity than is feasible in many sys-

tems. Third, prospective management entails uncertainty

about the proximity of an ecological threshold, and therefore
may be politically costly relative to benefits, at least in the

short-term. Finally, there may be some cases in which

the costs of prospective or retrospective management exceed

the benefits associated with conserving or recovering ecosystem

services associated with a desired ecosystem state. Conceivably,

prospective avoidance of a threshold could result in the conser-

vation of an ecosystem service of low value relative to

alternative ecosystem states, resulting in an unfavourable

cost–benefit ratio if management is narrowly focused on a

single ecosystem service. These limitations reinforce the need

for appropriate monitoring and study of threshold-prone

systems prior to—and throughout—management engagement.
5. Conclusion
Many ecosystems respond to anthropogenic stressors in non-

linear ways; that is, small changes in a stressor result in large

changes in ecosystem state and delivery of ecosystem services.

Management stands to benefit from understanding these

relationships to proactively avoid tipping points or restore

system dynamics that have crossed thresholds. Notably, we

found that management is most effective when it is explicitly

using science to avoid thresholds or to reverse ecosystem

change after a threshold has been crossed. Moreover, effective

environmental management is associated with routine monitor-

ing of the system on a temporal and spatial scale relevant to the

ecological threshold, and with local- and regional-scale manage-

ment rather than decision-making at larger spatial scales. These

findings support increased integration of threshold-based

science tools into ecosystem management and the continued

investigation of thresholds as leverage points for efficiently

maintaining ecosystem structure and functioning.
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